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Remote Sensing for Landscape Ecology May 17 2021 Landscape ecology is a rapidly growing science of
quantifying the ways in which ecosystems interact - of establishing a link between activities in one
region and repercussions in another region. Remote sensing is a fast, inexpensive tool for conducting the
landscape inventories that are essential to this branch of science. However, anyone who has conducted
studies in the field has already found that traditional landscape ecology metrics are not always reliable
with remote images. Landscape Ecology: New Metric Indicators for Monitoring, Modeling, and Assessment of
Ecosystems with Remote Sensing presents a new set of metrics that allows remotely sensed data to be used
effectively in landscape ecology. This groundbreaking new work is the first to present new metrics for
remote sensing of landscapes and demonstrate how they can be used to yield more accurate analyses for GIS
studies. The new metrics expand the capabilities of GIS, reduce interference and incorrect readings, help
ecologists better understand ecosystem relationships, and reduce study costs. This set of metrics should
be adopted by the EPA and will be the standard measure for future landscape analysis. This authoritative
guide assesses the current state of the field and how remote sensing and landscape metrics have been used
to date. It also explains how some of the traditional metrics were developed and how they can fail in
landscape studies. Once this background has been established, the new metrics are introduced and their
benefits and uses explained. The information in this book has previously been available only in scattered
journal articles; this is the first single source for complete background information and instructions on
using the new metrics.
Breathing Makes It Better Jul 27 2019 Winner of the 2019 Moonbeam Children’s Mind, Body, Spirit Bronze
Medal and a 2020 Mom’s Choice Awards® Gold Recipient! An engaging and interactive story showing children
ages 3-6 the power of breath when dealing with new and difficult emotions. Read aloud and breathe along
with this sweet story teaching children how to navigate powerful emotions like anger, fear, sadness,
confusion, anxiety, and loneliness. With rhythmic writing and engaging illustrations, Breathing Makes It
Better guides children to breathe through their feelings and find calm with recurring cues to stop and
take a breath. Simple guided practices, like imagining you are a tree blowing in the wind, follow each
story to teach children how to apply mindfulness techniques when they need them the most.
Physics Essentials For Dummies May 29 2022 Physics Essentials For Dummies (9781119590286) was previously
published as Physics Essentials For Dummies (9780470618417). While this version features a new Dummies
cover and design, the content is the same as the prior release and should not be considered a new or
updated product. For students who just need to know the vital concepts of physics, whether as a
refresher, for exam prep, or as a reference, Physics Essentials For Dummies is a must-have guide. Free of
ramp-up and ancillary material, Physics Essentials For Dummies contains content focused on key topics
only. It provides discrete explanations of critical concepts taught in an introductory physics course,
from force and motion to momentum and kinetics. This guide is also a perfect reference for parents who
need to review critical physics concepts as they help high school students with homework assignments, as
well as for adult learners headed back to the classroom who just need a refresher of the core concepts.
The Essentials For Dummies Series Dummies is proud to present our new series, The Essentials For Dummies.
Now students who are prepping for exams, preparing to study new material, or who just need a refresher
can have a concise, easy-to-understand review guide that covers an entire course by concentrating solely
on the most important concepts. From algebra and chemistry to grammar and Spanish, our expert authors
focus on the skills students most need to succeed in a subject.
Rust for the IoT Aug 20 2021 Get started programming Rust applications for the Internet of Things (IoT).
This book is a programming skills migration book that teaches you the Rust programming techniques most
useful for IoT applications. You'll step through from server to board development in creating a set of
IoT applications. In Rust for the IoT, you'll learn how to build a modern server side application using
Rust on the backend. Then you'll use docker and Kubernetes to deploy these to a managed cloud. Finally
you will use a Raspberry Pi with a SenseHat and Camera to capture the world around you and send that
information to the cloud. While you will be able to follow along without any cloud or hardware, to make
the most of it we recommend a few cloud pieces and hardware that is designed to integrate with the

software in this book. After reading and using this book, you'll see how to apply Rust to the Internet of
Things. What You Will Learn Create a modern Rust backend complete with handling eventual consistency and
interacting via a GraphQL interface Use the Raspberry PI to serve as a cheap IoT device that one can
easily deploy around the house Capture temperature, video, and use the interactive joystick to interact
with the software you’ve created Use OpenCV to perform facial detection from the PI’s camera and save
that information to the cloud. Create deployable helm charts for the cloud, and for the device create
complete ISOs that allow you to easily deploy the Pi’s OS + custom software Who This Book Is For You will
need to have a basic understanding of cloud application development at a minimum and the basics of Rust
coding. This book is for those interested in or working with the IoT and the Raspberry Pi who want to
learn how Rust can work for them.
Wireshark for Security Professionals Jun 17 2021 Master Wireshark to solve real-world security problems
If you don’t already use Wireshark for a wide range of information security tasks, you will after this
book. Mature and powerful, Wireshark is commonly used to find root cause of challenging network issues.
This book extends that power to information security professionals, complete with a downloadable, virtual
lab environment. Wireshark for Security Professionals covers both offensive and defensive concepts that
can be applied to essentially any InfoSec role. Whether into network security, malware analysis,
intrusion detection, or penetration testing, this book demonstrates Wireshark through relevant and useful
examples. Master Wireshark through both lab scenarios and exercises. Early in the book, a virtual lab
environment is provided for the purpose of getting hands-on experience with Wireshark. Wireshark is
combined with two popular platforms: Kali, the security-focused Linux distribution, and the Metasploit
Framework, the open-source framework for security testing. Lab-based virtual systems generate network
traffic for analysis, investigation and demonstration. In addition to following along with the labs you
will be challenged with end-of-chapter exercises to expand on covered material. Lastly, this book
explores Wireshark with Lua, the light-weight programming language. Lua allows you to extend and
customize Wireshark’s features for your needs as a security professional. Lua source code is available
both in the book and online. Lua code and lab source code are available online through GitHub, which the
book also introduces. The book’s final two chapters greatly draw on Lua and TShark, the command-line
interface of Wireshark. By the end of the book you will gain the following: Master the basics of
Wireshark Explore the virtual w4sp-lab environment that mimics a real-world network Gain experience using
the Debian-based Kali OS among other systems Understand the technical details behind network attacks
Execute exploitation and grasp offensive and defensive activities, exploring them through Wireshark
Employ Lua to extend Wireshark features and create useful scripts To sum up, the book content, labs and
online material, coupled with many referenced sources of PCAP traces, together present a dynamic and
robust manual for information security professionals seeking to leverage Wireshark.
Marx's Das Kapital for Beginners Sep 20 2021 Explores and explains the economist's most important work
and the ideas it brought forth.
Wotakoi: Love Is Hard for Otaku 2 Apr 15 2021 A geeky girl whose life revolves around yaoi manga and a
quiet gamer boy are old friends, but when they start working in the same office, they decide to date.
It's a relationship of convenience at first, but could it become something more? This manga comedy is now
a hit streaming anime! Extra-long book includes 2 Japanese volumes! NOTHING VENTURED, NO XP GAINED
Frustrated at the slow pace of their relationship, Hirotaka asks Narumi on a real date, with one critical
stipulation: They can't show their otaku sides at all! Can the two find something to bond over in the
absence of games, manga, and anime? Meanwhile, Hanako and Taro revisit the origins of their own
tempestuous relationship back when they were in high school, and even Naoya seems to be spending more
time with a new friend!
So Long, and Thanks for All the Fish Nov 30 2019 Reluctant galactic wanderer Arthur Dent finds himself
back on Earth, which has been restored after having been demolished for a hyperspace bypass, and again
sets out on his travels with a girl who went mad at the Earth's destruction
Education for Liberation Sep 28 2019
The Search for the Past Oct 29 2019
Natural Treatments for Tics and Tourette's Jan 31 2020 The practical guide to treating tics and Tourette
syndrome using natural and alternative therapies, with a focus on environmental medicine and nutritional
and dietary therapy Author Sheila Rogers DeMare discusses a range of categories of tics including
spasmodic facial movements, eye blinking, mild sounds and vocalizations. She persuasively counters the
medical establishment’s standard claim that such disorders are “mysterious” and based only in genetics.
The dramatic spike in cases, she argues, belies this explanation. Natural Treatments for Tics and
Tourette’s takes a closer look at the environmental factors and underlying physical imbalances that
trigger these conditions’ symptoms, exploring the status of behavioral and counseling therapies, EEG
biofeedback, homeopathy, bodywork, energy medicine, and Chinese medicine as approaches. In this second
edition to Tics and Tourette's: Breakthrough Discoveries in Natural Treatments, DeMare offers a detailed
natural treatment plan. No more will patients have to rely on traditional, drug-based treatments that
often carry multiple side effects. In eight sections, the book offers advice from medical experts, the
latest reports in medical research, a checklist of common tic triggers, inspirational stories from
families who have successfully conquered tics and Tourette’s, and practical worksheets for readers to use
in their treatment and research. Each of the 23 chapters includes a place for notes and “Takeaway Tips”
summarizing key points.
Deep Learning for Coders with Fastai and PyTorch Oct 10 2020 Deep learning has the reputation as an
exclusive domain for math PhDs. Not so. With this book, programmers comfortable with Python will learn
how to get started with deep learning right away. Using PyTorch and the fastai deep learning library,

you'll learn how to train a model to accomplish a wide range of tasks--including computer vision, natural
language processing, tabular data, and generative networks. At the same time, you'll dig progressively
into deep learning theory so that by the end of the book you'll have a complete understanding of the math
behind the library's functions.
Actuarial Mathematics for Life Contingent Risks Jul 19 2021 This groundbreaking text has been augmented
with new material and fully updated to prepare students for the new-style MLC exam.
Help Me Say Goodbye Mar 03 2020 An art therapy and activity book for children coping with death.
Sensitive exercises address all the questions children may have during this emotional and troubling
crisis. Children are encouraged to express in pictures what they are often incapable of expressing in
words.
Go for Beginners Jan 25 2022 Go is an ancient, subtly beautiful game of territory. But with its nearly
endless possibilities and challenges, it is more than just another game; it is a way of life for tens of
millions of players throughout the world. Embodying four thousand years of Oriental thought and culture,
go is the oldest game in the world still played in its original form. Go is the kind of game that one can
learn in a day—and spend a lifetime perfecting. It is more art than science: in order to surround and
capture the opponent's territory, one needs intuition, flexibility, and acute perception combined with a
sharp analytical mind. Each player is a partner in an exercise of coexistence; each player needs the
other for self-enlightenment and for enjoyment. But then, too, go is a game whose strategy has been
compared to the tactics of guerilla warfare. Go can be all things to all people; it is simple, elegant,
and unexpectedly beautiful. This book contains an introduction; a brief example game; a clear, leisurely
explanation of the rules; and illustrations of the simplest techniques of good play and of some easy and
some more difficult problems the player will encounter. The appendixes include a concise list of rules, a
glossary of technical terms, and a list of international and American go organizations. Among go players,
Go for Beginners is known as the best beginner's book available.
Paying for It Nov 10 2020 Presents the cartoonist's experiences with prostitution and describes how he
became a vocal proponent of the controversial profession.
Success for Teens Dec 24 2021
New Trends in Optical Network Design and Modeling Feb 11 2021 Optical network design and modeling is an
essential issue for planning and operating networks for the next century. The main issues in optical
networking are being widely investigated, not only for WDM networks but also for optical TDM and optical
packet switching. This book contributes to further progress in optical network architectures, design,
operation and management and covers the following topics in detail: Optical switching and Teabit
networking; Future OTDM and packet switched networks; WDM ring networks; Optical interworking and
`packets over wavelength'; Hybrid and switchless networks; Medium access protocols for optical LANs and
MANs. This book contains the selected proceedings of the Fourth International Working Conference on
Optical Network Design and Modeling, which was sponsored by the International Federation for Information
Processing (IFIP), and held in February 2000, in Athens, Greece. This valuable new book will be essential
reading for academic researchers and practitioners working in computer science, electrical engineering,
and communications.
Geology for Kids Aug 08 2020
Bedtime for Monsters Oct 02 2022 Billedbog. A hungry monster seeks a different type of bedtime snack
Scouting for Boys Sep 01 2022 Originally published: London: H. Cox, c1908.
Scripture Confessions for Finances Jul 31 2022 God Wants You to Prosper! God's Word is full of financial
promises and His desire for you to have an abundant life. As you read and declare God's Word over your
finances, faith will begin to build in your heart for these promises to come to pass. You will receive
the wisdom of God and have His Word working behind the scenes on your behalf! The book of Proverbs states
that life and death are in the power of the tongue. What you talk about, you bring to pass. Start
declaring these Scripture Confessions for yourself and your loved ones and set your life on course for an
abundant future!
Statistics for High-Dimensional Data Sep 08 2020 Modern statistics deals with large and complex data
sets, and consequently with models containing a large number of parameters. This book presents a detailed
account of recently developed approaches, including the Lasso and versions of it for various models,
boosting methods, undirected graphical modeling, and procedures controlling false positive selections. A
special characteristic of the book is that it contains comprehensive mathematical theory on highdimensional statistics combined with methodology, algorithms and illustrations with real data examples.
This in-depth approach highlights the methods’ great potential and practical applicability in a variety
of settings. As such, it is a valuable resource for researchers, graduate students and experts in
statistics, applied mathematics and computer science.
Feb 23 2022
Tea Fit for a Queen Jan 13 2021 Enjoy a spot of tea and delectable cakes inspired by the rich, royal
history of London's most iconic palaces Filled with recipes that have stood the test of time as well as
fascinating anecdotes and tales, Tea Fit for a Queen reveals how the tradition of afternoon tea started
in royal Britain. More than 40 charming recipes include everything from delicate finger sandwiches to
Victoria sponge cake, Chelsea Buns, and a Champagne Cocktail. In these pages learn about the royals and
their connection to the history of tea, why jam pennies were Queen Elizabeth II's favorite tea time
treat, and how mead cake came to be served during Henry VIII's reign. Discover what cake William and
Catherine selected for their wedding and hear why orange-scented scones became a royal tradition at
Kensington Palace. Tea Fit for a Queen presents a taste of palace etiquette to take home. Includes metric
measures.

Arabic Calligraphy Oct 22 2021 The first stroke-by-stroke guide ever produced for learning to write
Naskh, one of the six major cursive Arabic scripts. Its origins can be traced back to the late eighth
century AD and it is still in use today, over 1300 years later. The Ottoman Turks considered Naskh the
script most suited for copying the Qur'an and today more Qur'ans are copied in Naskh throughout the
Islamic world than in all other Arabic scripts combined. This introductory workbook makes it possible for
everyone to learn and enjoy the beauty of Arabic calligraphy. Based on his experience of running
workshops and demonstrations at The British Museum and other cultural institutions around the UK, Mustafa
Ja'far has created an easy-to-follow, teach-yourself guide.
Elect Mr. Robinson for a Better World Jun 25 2019 In a world marked by full-scale neighborhood wars in
the local park and lawns encircled by trenches, civic-minded schoolteacher Pete Robinson finds himself
increasingly obsessed with his darkly powerful wife, Meredith. A first novel. 10,000 first printing.
Intelligent Spaces Jan 01 2020 Intelligent Spaces looks at how the information age will affect
architecture and interior design. The author looks at over fifty projects by leading architects,
including designs for television studios, publishing houses, media libraries and cyber cafés.
For Two Thousand Years Jul 07 2020 Available in English for the first time, Mihail Sebastian’s classic
1934 novel delves into the mind of a Jewish student in Romania during the fraught years preceding World
War II. This literary masterpiece revives the ideological debates of the interwar period through the
journal of a Romanian Jewish student caught between anti-Semitism and Zionism. Although he endures
persistent threats just to attend lectures, he feels disconnected from his Jewish peers and questions
whether their activism will be worth the cost. Spending his days walking the streets and his nights
drinking and conversing with revolutionaries, zealots, and libertines, he remains isolated, even from the
women he loves. From Bucharest to Paris, he strives to make peace with himself in an increasingly hostile
world. For Two Thousand Years echoes Mihail Sebastian’s struggles as the rise of fascism ended his career
and turned his friends and colleagues against him. Born of the violence of relentless anti-Semitism, his
searching, self-derisive work captures a defining moment in history and lights the way for generations to
come—a prescient, heart-wrenching chronicle of resilience and despair, resistance and acceptance.
Harvest for Hope Apr 03 2020 "An exploration of the global meaning of food and what all of us can do to
exercise power over the food industry and, ultimately, our environment"--Provided by the publisher.
101 Uses for a Dead Cat Jun 29 2022 Since time immemorial mankind has been plagued by the question "What
do you do with a dead cat?" Here, at last, in 101 hilarious, outrageous, and (sometimes) downright sick
cartoons, are some answers. 101 black-and-white illustrations.
User Interface Design for Programmers Nov 03 2022 Demonstrates programming techniques while offering
advice on avoiding the common mistakes exhibited by many user interfaces.
Environmental Science For Dummies Apr 27 2022 The easy way to score high in Environmental Science
Environmental science is a fascinating subject, but some students have a hard time grasping the
interrelationships of the natural world and the role that humans play within the environment. Presented
in a straightforward format, Environmental Science For Dummies gives you plain-English, easy-tounderstand explanations of the concepts and material you'll encounter in your introductory-level course.
Here, you get discussions of the earth's natural resources and the problems that arise when resources
like air, water, and soil are contaminated by manmade pollutants. Sustainability is also examined,
including the latest advancements in recycling and energy production technology. Environmental Science
For Dummies is the most accessible book on the market for anyone who needs to get a handle on the topic,
whether you're looking to supplement classroom learning or simply interested in learning more about our
environment and the problems we face. Presents straightforward information on complex concepts Tracks to
a typical introductory level Environmental Science course Serves as an excellent supplement to classroom
learning If you're enrolled in an introductory Environmental Science course or studying for the AP
Environmental Science exam, this hands-on, friendly guide has you covered.
Changing World Order Dec 12 2020 Learning the lessons from the past helps us to understand how we can
make the most of the opportunities in the turbulent times ahead
Speak Up For Yourself May 05 2020 Amelia has never been one to be timid. She's confident enough to stand
up for others and let people know what she thinks. So why is she having a hard time advocating for
herself? When a new seating arrangement lands Amelia next to Billy, a guy who spends all day whining and
complaining, Amelia feels trapped. She unloads all her frustrations on her very patient mother. But when
Mom starts asking her questions, Amelia quickly realizes that advocating for change - and for herself requires a lot more than criticizing others and making demands. Given four simple steps to follow, Amelia
starts to hone her ability to self-advocate. In addition to keeping the skill steps practical, author and
school counselor Bryan Smith includes valuable lessons about the importance of HOW you approach others
and why sometimes the answer may still be no. This insightful tale is another standout in the popular
Without Limits book series, which offers K through 5th grade readers wonderful lessons about character
and self-confidence! Tips are included at the end of the story for parents and educators to help teach
children the value of self-advocacy. 31 pgs.
Mothering Multiples Nov 22 2021 Guides parents through: pregnancy with twins, triplets or more; birth;
breastfeeding; babies' care; family; older babies and toddler multiples.
The Passion for Happiness Jun 05 2020 Although widely perceived as inhabiting different, even opposed,
literary worlds, Samuel Johnson (1709-1784) and David Hume (1711-1776) shared common ground as moralists.
Adam Potkay traces their central concerns to Hellenistic philosophy, as conveyed by Cicero, and to
earlier moderns such as Addison and Mandeville. Johnson's and Hume's large and diverse bodies of
writings, Potkay says, are unified by several key questions: What is happiness? What is the role of
virtue in the happy life? What is the proper relationship between passion and reflection in the happy or

flourishing individual? In their writings, Johnson and Hume largely agree upon what flourishing means for
both human beings and the communities they inhabit. They also tell a common story about the history that
led up to the enlightened age of eighteenth-century Europe. On the divisive topic of religion, these two
great men of letters wrote with a decorum that characterizes the Enlightenment in Britain as compared to
its French counterpart. In The Passion for Happiness, Adam Potkay illuminates much that philosophers and
historians do not ordinarily appreciate about Hume, and that literary scholars might not recognize about
Johnson.
Attachment Disturbances in Adults Mar 27 2022 With contributions by Paula Morgan-Johnson, Paula Sacks,
Caroline R. Baltzer, James Hickey, Andrea Cole, Jan Bloom, and Deirdre Fay. Attachment Disturbances in
Adults is a landmark resource for (1) understanding attachment, its development, and the most clinically
relevant findings from attachment research, and (2) using this understanding to inform systematic,
comprehensive, and clinically effective and efficient treatment of attachment disturbances in adults. It
offers an innovative therapeutic model and set of methods for treating adult patients with dismissing,
anxious-preoccupied, or disorganized attachment. In rich detail, it integrates historical and leadingedge attachment research into practical, effective treatment protocols for each type of insecure
attachment. Case transcripts and many sample therapist phrasings illustrate how to apply the methods in
practice. Part I, "Foundational Concepts," features a comprehensive overview of the field of attachment,
including its history, seminal ideas, and existing knowledge about the development of attachment bonds
and behaviors. Part II, "Assessment," addresses the assessment of attachment disturbances. It includes an
overview of attachment assessment for the clinician and a trove of practical recommendations for
assessing patients' attachment behavior and status both outside of and within the therapeutic
relationship. In Part III, "Treatment," the authors not only review existing treatment approaches for
attachment disorders in adults, but also introduce an unprecedented, powerful new treatment method. This
method, the "Three Pillars" model, is built on three essential clinical ingredients: 1. Systematically
utilizing ideal parent figure imagery to develop a new positive, stable internal working model of secure
attachment 2. Fostering a range of metacognitive skills 3. Fostering nonverbal and verbal collaborative
behavior in treatment Used together, these interdependent pillars form a unified and profoundly effective
method of treatment for attachment disturbances in adults—a must for any clinician. In Part IV, "TypeSpecific Treatment," readers will learn specific variations of the three treatment pillars to maximize
efficacy with each type of insecure attachment. Finally, Part V, "A Treatment Guide and Expected
Outcomes," describes treatment in a step-by-step format and provides a success-assessment guide for the
Three Pillars approach. This book is a comprehensive educational resource and a deeply practical clinical
guide. It offers clinicians a complete set of tools for effective and efficient treatment of adult
patients with attachment disturbances.
Encyclopedia of Witchcraft Mar 15 2021 The author of the popular Encyclopedia of 5,000 Spells and
Encyclopedia of Spirits now explores the exciting magic and power of the mystical world of witches in
Encyclopedia of Witchcraft, a comprehensive reference book that covers everything you ever wanted to know
about this fascinating topic. Folklore expert Judika Illes introduces readers to mythic witches, modern
witches, sacred goddess witches, even demon witches, male and female witches, witches from all over the
globe. She takes readers on an enchanting tour through witchcraft’s history, mythology, and folklore,
where they will discover a miscellany of facts including magic spells, rituals, potions, recipes,
celebrations, traditions, and much more.
For Love of Life Aug 27 2019 During the Nazi occupation of Belgium in 1942, two sisters - Leah, aged
three, and her older sister, Sylvia, aged seven - were hidden in a convent cellar. Their mother reassured
Sylvia that, at the end of the war, they would all be reunited. Sylvia was instructed to keep alive for
both of the girls the spirit of what had been their joyful extended family life, and their Jewish
background. For three years, the sisters stayed together in the cellar. Leah, the child through whose
eyes this story is told, describes their constant struggle against fear and the shock of their
'abandonment'. Yet, this is also contrasted with the astonishing resilience, courage, and playfulness
that enabled the sisters to give one another strength and hope. However, Leah then endured a year of
solitary confinement, during which she became delirious and experienced mystical revelations that gave
her new reassurance. In 1946, just a few months after liberation, Leah's father reclaimed her from the
convent. He then traced Sylvia, and the two sisters were finally reunited and brought to live in London.
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